
South Head Youth Parsha Sheet
Parshat BEHaLOTECHA

There are so many events which take place in this week’s Parsha. Some are very exciting and some are a little 
sad, however they are all very important events which occurred in our Jewish history.
Remember how last week, the leaders of each tribe were given the honours of offering the first sacrifices to 
Hashem? Well, Aharon, Moses’s brother, was the leader of the Tribe of Levi, however he was not given the 
honour of offering the first sacrifices together with the other leaders. Aharon was distraught. He 
thought, ‘maybe I did something wrong as so Hashem is punishing me’. But Aharon was wrong! 
Hashem was not punishing him at all. Aharon was about to receive one of the most important tasks 
of all time. While all the leaders of the tribes were given a one-off honour to offer the first sacrifices 
when the Mishkan was set up for the first time, Aharon was given the honours of lighting the Menorah 
in the Mishkan every single day. Every morning, without fail, Aharon would light the Menorah. And do you 
know what? An amazing miracle occurred every single day! As long as Aharon was alive, the middle 
candle on the Menorah (called the Ner Tamid), always stayed alight. It never ever extinguished. When 
Aharon would come to light the Menorah, all the candles from the night before had gone out, however, the Ner 
Tamid would be shining brightly. Aharon would use the Ner Tamid to light the other six candles on the Menorah 
(three on each side of the Ner Tamid).
The Levites are chosen to help out in the Mishkan. Of course, they are only too happy that they have been chosen 
by Hashem for this task. The Levites are required to purify themselves before commencing their holy work. First, 
they must shave the hair off their entire body. Not one hair can be left, except for their sideburns and their 
beards, which must remain. Next they are sprinkled with the ashes from the Red Heifer (We will learn more about 
the Red Heifer in Parshat Chukat). They must also immerse in the Mikvah, put on new clean clothes and offer a 
Korban Chatat (a sin offering) and a Korban Olah to atone for their involvement in the golden calf and any other 
sins that they may have committed. 

Now, the first anniversary of the Exodus is rapidly approaching. Hashem has commanded all of 
the Jewish people to once again eat the Karban Pesach. Each family ties a sheep to one of the 
bedposts in their home. Everyone is so anxious to once again perform this special Mitzvah. 

Just like on the first Pesach, the Jewish people are required to eat the Korban Pesach together 
with Matzah and Maror. However, we have one small problem. A Jewish person is only allowed to 

offer the Korban Pesach if he is impure. Now, there were some people who had performed a very big 
Mitzvah when they left Egypt - they carried out Joseph’s coffin in order that he could be buried in 

Israel. And when someone comes in contact with a dead person, then they become impure! These people were 
very upset. They did not want to miss out on bringing the Korban Pesach. After all, the reason they were impure 
was because they were fulfilling Joseph’s last wish, his wish to be buried in Israel. Moses does not know want to 
do. He knows that these people are right, There is no reason that they should miss out on this Mitzvah. So he 
decides to speak to Hashem to see what He can do.
Hashem listens to Moses’ every word. And do you know what Hashem’s answer is? Hashem tells Moses, ‘Any 
person who accidentally became impure and cannot offer the Korban Pesach on the anniversary of Pesach (14th 
of Nissan), can offer it a month later on the 14th of Iyar. This will be called ‘Pesach Sheini, the Second Pesach’. 
(Nowadays, since we do not have the Beit Hamikdash, we commemorate Pesach Sheini by eating Matzah). You 
see, this is where the whole idea of second chances comes from. Hashem gives these people a second chance to 
be able to fulfill the Mitzvah of Korban Pesach! How cool is that? So from here we learn that we must always 
give others a second chance.
Do you know that while the Jewish people traveled in the desert, they did not have to work, worry about food or 
wash their clothes? Hashem took care of all of these basic needs. At night time, Hashem would send clouds to 
wash and dry all the clothes, and every morning piles and piles of mann fell from the heaven. The mann was the 
food which the Jewish people at in the desert. They looked like little white, round coriander seeds. The 
mann was really cool. Do you know that it tasted however you wanted it to taste? If a person said, ‘I 
want chocolate’, then the mann tasted like chocolate. If a person said, ‘I want meat’, then the mann tasted 
like meat. The mann was seriously the coolest food in the world. 
There were some people amongst the Jewish people who were not originally Jewish. They were called the 
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Eiruv Rav. When they saw all the wonderful miracles that Hashem had performed for the Jewish people, they 
decided to join the Jewish nation. They also wanted to be part of the Chosen Nation. There was just one problem, 
they did not fully believe in Hashem and His powers. One day they started to complain, ‘Oh the mann is such 
horrible food. Back in Egypt we were able to eat whatever we liked - fruits, vegetables, meat. chicken and even 
nosh. But here in the desert all we can eat is mann. We are sick of this mann. We want some real food’. It didn’t 
take long before the Jewish people began to join in this argument. True the mann had the taste of whatever you 
wished, but we are Jews and Jews like to complain. The Jewish people forgot that in Egypt they were barely 
given a scrap of bread to eat, and so soon the Jewish people also began to complain that they too did not like the 
mann. 
Hashem was very annoyed at this behaviour. He said to Moses, ‘Tell the Jewish people that for the next thirty 
days they will receive meat. In fact, I will only give them meat. Meat for breakfast, meat for lunch and meat for 
dinner. Eventually they will suffer and many will die as a punishment for constantly complaining’. In a flash, and 
without warning, Slav (quails) began falling from the sky. The people ran out and caught them one by one and then 
quickly hurried to Kosher them and cook them. The first bite they took was delicious, the second was even better, 

but soon some of the people began to fill very sick. Their punishment was becoming true. For that entire 
month, all the people who had not believed in the wonderful powers of Hashem, fell sick and passed away. 
There’s just one last thing that our Parsha talks about. Remember the punishment of Tzara’at? If 
someone talks Lashon Hora (not nice talk about another), or if someone does not say the truth, s/he is 
punished with Tzara’at. Well in our Parsha, a very holy woman is punished with Tzara’at. This woman is 

Miriam, Moses’s sister. Miriam had not meant any harm. She had simply spoken to her brother Aharon saying, 
‘Our sister-in-law Tzipporah is very upset. Moses spends so much time with Hashem that he never spends any 
time with her’. Miriam was trying to help out Tzipporah, but nevertheless, she had still spoken Lashon Hora about 
Moses and so white spots suddenly began to cover her body. ‘Oh no’, they cried. ‘We have spoken about our 
brother and now we are being punished!’ Aharon quickly ran to Moses. Moses was not upset at his sister at all. 
He realised that she had just been trying to help. He called out to Hashem to heal Miriam, but Hashem said, 
‘Miriam will have to sit outside the Jewish camp for seven days, just like anyone else who sins and is punished 
with Tzara’at’. So Miriam left the camp. In fact, at the time of this episode, it was actually time for the Jewish 
people to relocate to a new location. However, the Jewish people waited for Miriam. They all remembered how 
Miriam had waited by the water when Moses was a baby, and now they decided to all wait for her. Finally, after 
seven days, Miriam’s Tzara’at disappeared and she was able to rejoin the Jewish camp.

Parsha Questions:

1. What is the name of this weeks Parsha??
  This weeks Parsha is called Parshat Behalotecha.

2. What are the main events that take place in this weeks Parsha?
  The main events in the Parsha are; Aharon being honoured with the lighting of the Menorah, the 
  purification of the Levites, Pesach Sheini and the idea of second chances, the Jewish people and 
  Eiruv Rav complaining about the mann & receiving Slav/quail, and Miriam’s Tzara’at for having 
  spoken Lashon Hora about Moses.

3. What is the significance of Pesach Sheini?
  The significance of Pesach Sheini is the idea of having a second chance. There were many 
  Jewish people who were impure from carrying Joseph’s coffin from Egypt, and were therefore 
  unable to offer the Korban Pesach. Hashem gave them a second chance to offer it a month later 
  on the 14th of Iyar. (They had to make sure to purify themselves before this date)

4. Why were the Jewish people punished with the Slav/quail?
  The Jewish people were punished with the Slav because instead of thanking Hashem for the 
  wonderful mann, they complained to Moses that the mann was not good enough for them. 
  They wanted real food! They were not thankful for Hashem’s miracle food.

5.  Why was Miriam punished with Tzara’at?
  Miriam was punished with Tzara’at because she spoke Lashon Hora about Moses.

It was great seeing you in Shule!
We hope you enjoy reading this Parsha Sheet and quizzing your family! 
Shabbat Shalom from Brookie and the South Head Youth Crew
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